
HAND POURED SOY
TUMBLER CANDLES

OverSoyed™ Hand Poured Soy Tumbler Candles can decorate your living spaces, add a touch of 
class to wedding and party centerpieces, and fill your areas with great fragrance which can 
transport you to exotic places all over the world. Relive a special moment in your life!™

When compared to national brands, we stand on top! Our loyal customers say they are a 
must-have product for candle lovers of all ages... And with over 2,000 fragrances to choose from, 
we have a scent for everyone and every occasion.

HaveHave a room that needs some ♥ fragrance love ♥ ? Give a one of our fabulous scents a try! Perfect 
for the kitchen, living room, bathroom, your office desk, or anywhere else that can use a spark 
of delightful aroma, our scented tumbler candles provide major fragrance in no time.

New research suggests that our noses can outperform our eyes and ears when it comes to our 
senses. Aromatherapy can be mood changing and provide that calming experience you need 
after a hard day. Our fragrances can help you remember a special person in your life. Recall a 
favorite memory. Discover your favorites and see what everyone is raving about.

And,And, of course, our candles make the best gifts, so don’t forget to stock up those gift closets. You 
never want to be caught without something to let them know how special they are!



WHAT MAKES OUR OVERSOYED™ 
HANDMADE CANDLES THE BEST?

OVERSOYED CANDLES ARE HANDMADE TO ORDER

EachEach and every OverSoyed™ candle is made-to-order in our workshop just outside of 
Pisburgh, PA and is hand poured with our own signature blend of all natural soy 
wax. We’ve spent over 10 years perfecting the best combination of ingredients to 
ensure that our customer receive only the best candles available on the market. And 
unlike “corporate candle companies” where your candle never touches human hands, 
we feel that our artisan process provides our customers with a far superior product!

OVERSOYED CANDLES ARE MADE WITH 100% ALL NATURAL SOY WAX

OverSoyed™OverSoyed™ Candles are made with domestic soybeans, a natural, renewable source 
grown in many US regions by local farmers. Alternatively, Paraffin Candles are made 
from petroleum, a nonrenewable source that contains carcinogenic substances which 
may be released into the air while burning. Using candles made from soy supports 
local agriculture and farmers, allowing them to make money, grow their operations 
and keep our economy thriving.

OVERSOYED CANDLES ARE CLEANER BURNING

OverSoyed™ candles, handmade with our custom blend of soy waxes, burn cleaner 
with lile to no soot released as they’re lit. Paraffin candles, however, often create a 
significant amount of dark, black soot that collects on the jar, as well as on your walls 
and other surfaces of the home. Our soy wax is 100% non-toxic, so there’s no fear in 
releasing harmful chemicals into the air you breathe as they burn.

OVERSOYED CANDLES ARE LONG LASTING

OverSoyedOverSoyed™ Candles last longer than a paraffin candle of the same size. The reason 
behind the longevity of soy candles is the slower burning time and cooler burning 
temperature of our custom soybean-based wax blend. Don’t be fooled by cheaper 
paraffin candles! You may pay more for a soy candle initially, but the longer-lasting 
burn means you won't have to buy new candles as often. Soy wax is biodegradable, 
making it an investment that is more beneficial to the environment.

OVERSOYED CANDLES HAVE FABULOUS FRAGRANCES

Unlike paraffin candles, whose scent throw tend to be dull and flat, our soy candles 
hold a much higher fragrance load. Because they burn more slowly, the scent is 
gradually released, creating more pleasant atmosphere for most people. OverSoyed™ 
has the world's largest selection of fragrances online. And with over 2,000 to choose 
from, we’re sure you’ll find a favorite!

FIND YOUR FAVORITE TODAY!FIND YOUR FAVORITE TODAY!



HAND POURED SOY
TUMBLER CANDLES

14 oz. Old Fashioned Tumbler

OurOur 14 oz. Hand Poured Soy Old 
Fashioned Tumbler Candles are 
large and in charge! Sized perfectly 
for creating centerpieces. Our 
tumblers like to play with others, 
which make them perfect for mixing 
with multiple candles. Each is hand 
poured in a sleek reusable glass.poured in a sleek reusable glass.

PRODUCT SKU:   HLTJ14
PRODUCT SIZE:  14 oz.
BURN TIME (HRS):  100 - 120
MSRP:       $24.95

OverSoyed™ Tumbler Candles allow you to experience your favorite fragrances with a sleek, stylish sophisticated 
touch. Our propriety all natural domestically sourced soy wax blend provides a maximum fragrance throw. 
Arrange our different sized tumblers on your fireplace for an elegant candlescape or give one a featured role on an 
end table. Great for celebratory events like weddings, baby showers, graduations, and holidays. With over 2,000 
fragrances and nearly 50 color options, the possibilities are endless. Each comes gift boxed with our citrus tissue.

3 oz. Jigger / Shot Tumbler

OurOur 3 oz. Jigger / Shot Tumblers are 
the perfect size for small spaces. 
They also likes to mingle in groups 
with other size candles. Excellent for 
gift giving and sampling all of our 
fabulous fragrances. Pair with one 
of our candle trays or luminary 
stands for a more dramatic effect.stands for a more dramatic effect.

PRODUCT SKU:   HLTJ03
PRODUCT SIZE:  3 oz.
BURN TIME (HRS):  20 - 25
MSRP:       $8.95

8 oz. Rocks Tumbler

OurOur 8 oz. Rocks Tumbler Candles 
are a good medium sized candle to 
add to you decor. Sleek, stylish, and 
fabulous for gifting to all your loved 
ones. Couple with our other size 
tumblers and pillars to create a 
fierce candlescape that will welcome 
loads of compliments. loads of compliments. 

PRODUCT SKU:   HLTJ08
PRODUCT SIZE:  8 oz.
BURN TIME (HRS):  55 - 70
MSRP:       $15.95
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